
Let’s help Larry fill out his workbook! 
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Meet Larry! 
Disability Rights California advocates, educates, investigates, and litigates 
to advance the rights, dignity, equal opportunities, and choices for all 
people with disabilities. 

Photo: Photo of African American man using a wheelchair, with a bubble 
that says “Hi!  My name is Larry!” 
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Here are some things Larry likes! 
Larry loves his job and earning a paycheck.  

When he’s not working, he like to go to the library and check out videos to 
watch at home.  

Larry used to have a pet dog, and he really wants to adopt a dog again 
someday.  

Larry gets tired of eating the same boring thing every week.  He wishes he 
could go out to dinner spur of the moment once in awhile. 

Photo: Man identified as Larry, with a bubble that says “Here are some 
things I like.  
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Poll Question 
What do you think Larry should include in his Workbook as things he likes? 

A) Eating out. Photo: Man in brown sweater holding a McDonald’s bag 
and drink.  

B) Place of worship.  Photo: Outside of church against blue sky and 
photo of stained-glass Star of David.   

C) Animals.  Photos: Small beagle type dog laying down on the grass; 
face of orange tabby cat; front of brown horse with a white diamond 
shape on his forehead; side view of grey rabbit sitting in the grass. 

D) Movies, Tv.  Photos: Hand holding a remote, pointing it at a television 
screen; movie theater with red leather seats. 

E) Reading, library.  Photo: Woman wearing glasses, reading “The Girl 
with the Dragon Tattoo.” 

F) Work, volunteering, self-employment.  Photo: Three men standing 
side-by-side.  Man in center has a black shirt, green Starbucks apron, 
and black hat and he is smiling.  The two other men are on either side 
of him holding coffee cups.   
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Photo of Larry saying “Thanks!” 
Photo: Larry with a bubble that says “Thanks!  I’ll add those to my 
Workbook!” 
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What matters to Larry. 
Larry grew up in a big family, and he likes being around other people. 

At his facility, he feels like it’s just a little bit too noisy and crowded.   



Larry likes some quiet time and some time with other people.   

Photo: Larry with a bubble that says “This is what matters to me!” 
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Poll Question 
What do you think Larry should include in his Workbook about who he is 
and what matters to him? 

A) Time alone.  Photo: Man with light brown hair in blue sweatshirt, his 
right hand is on his chin and his left hand is held up as if to ask a 
question. 

B) Time with a few people.  Photo: Three people standing together; a 
man in a brown sweater is standing behind a woman in a black shirt 
and another woman in a brown and tan shirt.  

C) Time with lots of people.  Photos: Three men grouped together, a 
man in a green long sleeved shirt and a man in a blue sweatshirt with 
jeans are standing behind a man in an orange shirt using a 
wheelchair.  The same group of people from option B.  A photo of 
Larry.   

D) Quiet.  Photo: Three men standing in a row; one man in a light blue 
sweater standing quietly, one man in a maroon long sleeved shirt with 
his hands over his ears, and one person in a grey sweater with their 
finger pressed to their lips.  

E) Loud.  Photo: Three people standing in a row; one woman with a red 
long sleeved shirt with her hands either side of her face and her 
mouth is open, one man in a grey sweatshirt and jeans singing, one 
man in a brown sweater with his hands outstretched and mouth open. 
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Photo of Larry saying “Thanks!” 
Photo: Larry with a bubble that says “Thanks!  I’ll add those to my 
Workbook!” 
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Larry wants to meet someone. 
Larry’s dream is to get married someday.  He’s only been on a few dates, 
but he’s never had a serious girlfriend.   

Larry doesn’t meet many women in his facility, which is only for men.  Larry 
hopes that after he moves, he’ll get to go places more and meet more 
people.   

Photo: Larry with a bubble that says “I’d like to meet someone.” 
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Poll question 
What do you think Larry should include in his Workbook about who he is 
and what matters to him? 

A) Do things myself.  Photo: Person in purple short sleeve shirt tucked 
into jeans with a brown belt, bent over an open dishwasher with a 
plate in his right hand. 

B) Do things with help.  Photo: Three people seated around a tan and 
beige table, each with their hand in the air.  

C) Boyfriend or Girlfriend.  Photo:  Man and woman with their arms 
around each other, man is wearing a white long sleeved shirt with a 
red bandana around his neck, woman is wearing a white cowboy 
style shirt with stars on each shoulder and a tan cowboy hat.  Photo: 
Man and woman sitting at a table holding hands.  

D) Family.  Photo: A family of seven standing in a group.  Father is 
standing on the left, mother is on the right.  In the middle are five 
daughters with their arms around each other.  
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Photo of Larry saying “Thanks!” 
Photo: Larry with a bubble that says “Thanks!  I’ll add those to my 
Workbook!” 
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Who should Larry live with? 
Larry has a roommate who is a nice guy, but sometimes he wishes he 
could have a room all to himself because he’s a light sleeper and his 
roommate sometimes wakes him up.  

Photo: Larry with a bubble that says “What about who I should live with?” 
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Poll Question 
What do you think Larry should include in his Workbook about who he 
should live with? 

A) Live alone.  Photo:  Larry with an arrow pointing to a picture of a 
brown house with two front windows.  

B) Live with 1 roommate.  Photo: Larry with a man in a brown sweater 
and jeans with an arrow point to the brown house.  

C) Live with a few people.  Photo: Larry with three other people with an 
arrow pointing to the brown house.  

D) Live with a lot of people.  Photo: Larry with six people with an arrow 
pointing to the brown house.  
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Photo of Larry saying “Thanks!  What about my 
room?” 
Photo: Larry with a bubble that says “Thanks!  What about my room?” 
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Poll Question 
What do you think Larry should include in his Workbook about his room? 

A) Have my own room.  Photo: Woman smiling in red long-sleeved shirt 
with her arms crossed standing next to a wood framed bed.  

B) Share a room.  Photo: Woman from option A standing with a woman 
dressed in all black with short blond hair; each standing next to their 
own bed.  
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Photo of Larry saying “Thanks!” 
Photo: Larry with a bubble that says “Thanks!  I’ll add that to my 
Workbook!” 
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Larry has an IPP next week! 
Poll question: What do you think Larry should do with his Workbook? 

A) Fold it up and make paper airplanes to race with his friends. 

B) Share it with his service coordinator and the rest of his IPP team.   



C) Tell his IPP team this is what he wants when he moves to a new 
place. 

D) Both B and C. 

Photo: Larry with a bubble that says “What should I do with my Workbook?” 
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What if Larry’s IPP isn’t next week? 
Larry’s IPP isn’t for another 6 months, but he wants to talk about moving 
now.  

Poll question: What do you think Larry should do? 

A) Ask for an IPP now in the next 30 days.  

B) Wait for his IPP in 6 months. 

Photo: Larry with a bubble that says “What if I didn’t have an IPP next 
week?” 
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Yes! 
You can have an IPP meeting whenever you think you need one because 
you want to change your services and supports. The planning meeting 
must take place within 30 days of your request to review your IPP. 

Welfare and Institution Code section 4646.5 subsection (b) is the law that 
says this.   

Photo: Larry with a bubble that says “I can request an IPP any time?” 
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Photo of Larry saying: “Thanks for your help!  I feel confident and 
ready to talk about where I want to live!” 

Photo: Larry with a bubble that says “Thanks for your help!  I feel confident 
and ready to talk about where I want to live!” 

 


